


It seems like there has never been so much looking 
forward for the refreshing spring and the summer 
months, and the new interior trend patterns for 
Spring/Summer 2022 are inspired by future sunnier 
days. As we urge spending as much energy living in the 
outside as we do inside our own homes, so efforts must 
be made to create a more seamless transition between 
the two. 

Covet House alongside its 13 brands are ready to 
come up with a variety of choices for the upcoming 
seasons, and in this curated selection that fits best in 
this upcoming Spring & Summer seasons. So, it begs 
the question, what exactly are our senses drawn to 
in 2022?
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THE RISE OF THE ENVELOPING EARTHY COLOR OF 
BROWN

The browns, camels and caramels are back, there has been so much color and 
pattern, especially pastels, in the last few years. Chocolate brown is also back, the 
type of brown that plays well with other colors as a deep neutral for luxurious 
and elegant timeless spaces. A return of the earthy browns in 2022 is expected, 
paint will be plunged in blushing, earthly tones, wrapping rooms for a total 
monochromatic feel that encompasses you in its comfort and coziness.

The Charla two-seat chair is a splendid object of 
boundless elegance with an opulent touch. This 
marvelous composition for two is the perfect 
example of timeless lines with a modern twist, by 
using a complexity of luxurious materials, such as 
velvet, brass and lacquered wood. An imperative in 
the Charla family successor lineage.

Another name for an espresso cup, this armchair 
takes its shape precisely from it. Flawlessly curved 
to embrace the user, ergonomy is the keyword for 
this piece with its sublime design and soft seating. 
The discreet wide and elegant foot is the perfect 
little detail for creating the final expression of the 
armchair. The perfect piece of upholstery for your 
modern design. Demitasse, what else?

CHARLA TWO-SEAT CHAIR | LUXXU

DEMITASSE ARMCHAIR | CAFFE LATTE



Breve is a strong coffee-based espresso drink 
mixed with steamed half-and-half milk. So, just like 
the exciting drink, this round dining table serves 
the same amount of glamour and flavor to any 
dining setting. A bold and dramatic leg gives an 
appealing look to the table, by organically mixing 
portoro marble with a chic brushed aged brass. 
The sleek and crafty round walnut top serves a 
modern character to the table. Breve Dining Table 
is also very versatile, where you can choose a 
white olimpic marble as the main finish, to provide 
a richer and even glamorous look.
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BREVE II | CAFFE LATTE

Inspired by the Jungle Book, the Mogli Playhouse 
was designed by using the elements and the 
wonders of nature. It’s a dream come true for 
kids who love the outdoors so much they wish to 
bring it inside. With this playhouse there’s no limit 
to imagination and every kid will feel like they are 
on top of the world. And it’s perfect for rainy days 
when they can not go outside: everyday will be an 
adventure!

MOGLI PLAYHOUSE | CIRCU
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NATURE INSPIRED EARTHILY SURFACES 
AND OBJECTS

Nature inspired surfaces and objects contemplates with the earthily color of 
brown, it is refreshing to see a return to material-driven applications and this 
trend doesn’t seem to be cooling off in 2022.
With more and more time being spent inside our homes more than ever before, 
relating the nature to our home as become a urgency. This has at the same time 
unveiled a resurgence in more earthily surfaces, being used in all types of furniture 
to and objects. 

Dolmens are megalithic tombs that usually consist 
of upright stones supporting a large flat horizontal 
one. The impressive structure inspired the 
creation of dolmen stool, a unique furniture design 
piece. This brass stool, with three legs and made of 
polish casted brass, will make a statement in any 
modern home decor.

Agra is the modest setting of one of the most 
famous monuments in the world, Taj Mahal, also 
known as the marble mausoleum. Just like it, AGRA 
Bar Table is an impressive display of craftsmanship 
and elegance. Made of Estremoz marble with 
polished gold details, this bar table will add refined 
grace to your bar project.

DOLMEN STOOL | BRABBU

AGRA BAR TABLE | BRABBU



The Diamond Vessel Sink, handworked in 
Emperador Marble, is perfect to primp any 
bathroom. A special jewel creation of stunning 
elegance and originality. This marble vessel sink is 
thoughtfully designed to combine enduring quality 
and modern design.
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DIAMOND VESSEL SINK | MAISON VALENTINA

The Monochrome side table is a remarkable piece 
that stands out in any room or setting. Perfect 
for living spaces grounded in contemporary style 
as they embrace careful craftsmanship, this side 
table expresses a leading edge outlook through 
its daring curvy shapes and handpainted details. 
Carefully built from fiberglass, the Monochrome 
is covered by an handpainted faux-marble, and 
finished with a high gloss varnish coat. An avant-
garde side table that conveys a seductive and 
fearless attitude due to its unique and challenging 
design.

MONOCHROME BROWN | BOCA DO LOBO
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BOLD COLORS

The brown and the monochromic feel is definitely in place for 2022 but for those 
who are more vibrant and enjoy the more cheerful look, bold colors are making 
a comeback and the world is ready for them, which also fits perfect with the 
Pantone®’s color of the year being Veri Peri
Classic colors and more bold paints can serve a great purpose with the right fit and 
can make simple furniture pop out. Beautiful silhouettes and floral fabrics come to 
life with the right touch, however, this doesn’t mean that it’s crucial to use bold 
colors in every object, it should be balanced out. It will allow most of the space to 
feel very calm and relaxed, and at the same time with a strong color element for a 
bit of distinction. 

Dolmens are megalithic tombs that usually consist 
of upright stones supporting a large flat horizontal 
one. The impressive structure inspired the 
creation of dolmen stool, a unique furniture design 
piece. This brass stool, with three legs and made of 
polish casted brass, will make a statement in any 
modern home decor.

Botti Diamond Suspension Lamp was inspired by the 
iconic structure handmade in brass, boosted with a 
sophisticated gold-plated finish, and elevated it with 
small series of aluminum spheres creating the unique 
modern diamond shape, just like it was a precious 
stone. Following the same steps that the brand’s 
best-seller, this modern lighting fixture showcases 
the high-quality craftsmanship culture that is rooted 
in the brand’s values.

AQUARIUS CENTER TABLE | BOCA DO LOBO

BOTTI DIAMOND SUSPENSION | DELIGHTFULL



The Cary dining table by Masquespacio is a unique 
masterpiece inspired by Cary Grant, known as one 
of the defining actors in the classic Hollywood era, 
Cary Grant. Like in the movie story of “An Affair 
to Remender” this unique furniture piece is the 
perfect match for the Kerr Dining chair designs, 
creating a strong visual impact thanks to the use 
of gold and terrazzo. 
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CARY DINING TABLE | ESSENTIAL HOME

The extremely comfortable Gable Dining Chair 
does justice to its name as a smooth 50’s movie 
icon and heartthrob: Clark Gable. This dining 
chair features a tight upholstered seat atop a 
polished brass cylindrical base that swivels. It’s 
soft coloured, dreamy material cotton velvet, and 
its thin curvature and sculptural back make for a 
bohemian twist on a classic style.

Cloud Sofa is inspired by Pixar’s short film and it’s 
the perfect item for any bedroom and any other 
division with its modern cloud-shaped form. Every 
detail of this piece brings a touch of magic to any 
room and creates an illusion and sensation of 
levity in anyone who tries it.

GABLE DINING CHAIR  | ESSENTIAL HOME

CLOUD SOFA | CIRCU
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COCOONING CURVES

When it comes to shape there is a significant trend leaning to rounded shapes in 
interiors, indicative of a lifestyle moving towards comfort and cocooning.
Curves have an immediate empathy with earth and are a must to feature in any 
interior. They help us feel connected to the nature and its surroundings, making us 
feel comfortable and safe, these curved forms can be seen in a variety of products, 
whether it be lozenge shapes, scalloped edges or circular forms.

Often called the “Land of Castles”, Wales has some 
of the most impressive monuments of the Middle 
Ages. WALES ROUND 2 Sofa pays tribute to the 
country’s history. Fully upholstered in velvet, this 
round sofa is perfect for any contemporary living 
room.

Soleil armchair is a synthesis of styles and senses. 
Inspired by the spirit and mission of the famous 
Cirque de Soleil, the purpose is to invoke, provoke 
and evoke. Soft, sultry curves gently embrace the 
sitter in this elegant vintage and contemporary 
style sofa. Except for the supreme levels of comfort, 
the armchair through the brass details perfectly 
complements the elegant lines of a timeless piece.

Loren Armchair has a swivel golden brass base and 
it is upholstered in leather. Inspired by the mid-
century retro designs, Lorean features a simple and 
sophisticated design. Due to its low back, a versatile 
chair fit for any room. The compact and curved look. 
along with its rolled arms make a luxury statement 
piece.

WALES ROUND TWO  | BRABBU

SOLEIL SOFA  | BOCA DO LOBO

LOREN ARMCHAIR | ESSENTIAL HOME
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MAXIMALISM 

Continuing the celebration of color, and big design personality is the trend, as we 
leave behind a season of sobriety and welcome spring/summer with big enthusiasm. 
More is more in terms of bold colors and paint effects, think pattern clashes in the 
form of stripes and geometrics and also incorporates bigger and bolder furniture and 
accessories.

Imperfectio armchair praises artisanal work as 
the ultimate form of art that is quite intentionally 
imperfect. Through its unique existence and 
shapes’ Imperfectio armchair determines its 
own history. The irregularities and flaws over the 
manual hammered brass exposes the beauty of 
imperfection. Some parts are roughly asymmetrical 
at the surface yet comfortable and smooth in a 
peculiar way to excite a desire for complementing 
your living room.

Designed passionately and exquisitely by the 
incomparable talents powering KOKET, the Camilia 
Armoire was created to grace the most regal of 
dining rooms with its elegance and splendor. Inspired 
by the aristocratic palaces of the Alexandrian pashas 
of Egypt, the mother of pearl Camilia is crowned by 
artisan hand-carved peacock, meticulously engraved 
and delicately finished in metal leaf.

IMPERFECTIO ARMCHAIR  | BOCA DO LOBO

CAMILIA ARMOIRE  | KOKET
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Soleil armchair is a synthesis of styles and senses. 
Inspired by the spirit and mission of the famous 
Cirque de Soleil, the purpose is to invoke, provoke 
and evoke. Soft, sultry curves gently embrace the 
sitter in this elegant vintage and contemporary 
style sofa. Except for the supreme levels of comfort, 
the armchair through the brass details perfectly 
complements the elegant lines of a timeless piece.

Spiraling down from your ceiling, this unique 
suspension lamp is the perfect design to provide 
your room with a classic but innovative mid-century 
design.

SOLEIL SOFA  | BOCA DO LOBO

BRUBECK SPIRAL SUSPENSION | DELIGHTFULL

“Your wings already exist, all you have to do is fly!” 
Bring strength, freedom, love and protective power 
to your interior with the charmingly angelic Pluma 
sconce.”

PLUMA SCONCE  | KOKET
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SCULPTURAL AND CURVED FURNITURE

A curved form is unconsciously predicted as safe and welcoming, those softer shapes 
and angles will still be a huge trend in 2022 in furniture as well as architecture. 
Sculptural furniture, it can be a perfect combination of nature and culture with more 
gracious and sensual shapes, curved edges and luxuriant seats.

The creativity and rich decoration of the Versailles 
Palace contributed to the inspiration of the 
creation of this exuberant sofa. The only sofa from 
Boca do Lobo opens the way to freedom and the 
need of bringing extravagant creations to life.

Finding inspiration in the prehistoric monument 
Stonehenge, positioned asymmetrically and 
composed by a striking variety of finishes and 
materials – brass and marble. This coffee table 
promises to elevate your living space to the next 
level. The metallic hues make an elegant contrast 
while beautifully combine and pay tribute to the 
Neolithic and Bronze Age.

VERSAILLES SOFA  | BOCA DO LOBO

STONEHENGE SIDE TABLE  | BOCA DO LOBO
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Playing with function and sculptural form, Pietra dining 
table shapes a timeless experience through its classical 
aura and finest Estremoz white marble. Reminding 
the renaissance era, its square top gently lies in one 
robust marble column, conceived from a solid block 
hand-sculpted and turned to create different details 
for additional texture. A noble material carved in Boca 
do Lobo workshops, conceiving a statement white 
table ideal for a grand entryway, elegant dining rooms 
or other open settings. Ideal as a four-seater table, the 
contemporary feel of Pietra is effortlessly stylish and it 
is suitable for indoor or outdoor use.

The Lapiaz Sideboard originates from one of Boca 
do Lobo’s iconic design pieces. Based on the same 
aesthetic that created a legacy, the Lapiaz Sideboard 
takes exceptional craftsmanship and design to a 
new realm. Consisting of two individual modules, 
the Lapiaz is finished in polished stainless steel that 
portrays a perfect mirror, with a poplar root wood 
veneer interior.

PIETRA SQUARE DINING TABLE | BOCA DO LOBO

LAPIAZ OVAL CENTER TABLE | BOCA DO LOBO
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COVET HOUSE keeps up with the latest inspirations with BOCA DO LOBO, 
DELIGHTFULL, BRABBU, KOKET, MAISON VALENTINA, CIRCU, LUXXU, 
ESSENTIAL HOME, RUG’SOCIETY, PULLCAST, FOOGO, and CAFFE LATTE. 

Inspiring and creating new trends.

WE CREATE. WE INSPIRE.
WE DELIVER OUR VISION TO THE WORLD.
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